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Project Description
My thesis will be a roughly two minute animation. The main 
focus is to express the impact we as humans have on our 
environment. The video will follow two motion captured 
contemporary dancers that are in a power struggle over the 
energy of the sun. I want to primarily focus on the visual effects 
and how cinematography can really help push forward the 
process of telling an interesting story. One thing I really want to 
try and push are abstract visuals like Glassworks VFX has done 
for G-Star on many promotional campaigns.  The final result is 
meant to hold a cyclic message, and really meant to hit home 
telling the story through the visuals and expressive motions of 
the motion captures dancers as they interact with their 
environment.

Using proper cinematography is an essential key aspect to 
pushing forward the tone and mood of this animation as well as 
helping to make sure Continuum has a very fluid transition from 
one event to the next. One benefit to these motion captured 
dancers is I have full control over their visual style and how they 
will interact with other environmental elements.

I want to push forward the idea of just capturing a dancer’s 
motion but really taking that data and applying a whole 
personality to it that actually has the ability to affect the 
surroundings I place it in.

The essential elements to include are dynamic effects of the 
environment and the dancers. What’s nice about my idea is 
how I can tell a story but scale up or down the frequency of 
visual effects as time constraints allow. There’s a list of 
essential story elements that need to be done using visual 
effects, and secondary stretch goal elements that I’d like to 
be able to make happen should time allow. 



Inspirations
What’s great about visual effects is having flexibility to take a 
dynamic visual effect and completely change it into something 
no one’s ever seen before. While weather and explosions all 
have their place in visual effects, I am always magnetized to 
those who push that further and show off interesting, yet 
believable effects that you wouldn’t be seeing happen in real 
life.

The Art of RAW 
This campaign was one of my first initial inspirations for this 
project. The minute animation took you through a macro level 
journey about the process of how a pair of jeans were made. 
The camera shots they used took the tone of the animation to a 
very dramatic level and through a combination of their visual 
and compositional choices they were able to slowly reveal more 
about what the raw materials were making until the great reveal 
of what was made at the very end. 

Ferro 
The visual style of this animation really inspired me. They took 
the idea of magnetized iron dust and made complex landscapes 
and animated forms made of the same iron dust. The ability to 
generate procedural geometry and materials off of a mesh is 
something I am looking at doing for my own motion capture and 
environment with a focus on dust.  

Major Lazer - Light It Up 
This was a super fun experimental video for the music video 
Light It Up by Major Lazer. They took motion captured dancers 
to a studio and from there used Houdini to procedurally 
populate the motion capture data with all sorts of dynamic 
effects like fur, feathers, dust, shatters and ribbons. It was a 
great showcase on what you could create with the power of 
Houdini and motion capture and was a major building block for 
my own thesis idea. 



Art of RAW Ferro Light It Up



Style & Visual Effects
I am going for a more realistic style. Part of visual effects that I am into is its 
believability. While the things I create aren’t always physically possible, I want 
it to look as if it could be, and have [ep[;e second guess themselves about 
how elements were created. 

Dust is one of the major elements that encompasses the whole thesis from 
start to end, so the dust effects really have to be realistic and cohesive to 
help drive the whole animation home. 

Procedurally generating geometry and being able to animate those meshes 
procedurally onto a rigged mesh animated by motion capture is the other big 
piece of Continuum. The main two elements being generated and animated 
onto the dancers are going to be metallic pieces, and plant structures. 

I want the environment to continuously look dusty and barren. Everything 
should have layers of dust and floaty pieces in the environment to create 
interesting light dynamics. The unique properties of dust really will have a 
place in accenting light and leading the viewer to certain parts of a shot. 



Style



Motion Capture - Contemporary Dancing



Procedural Generation & VFX - 



Female Dancer - Plants & Nature



Male Dancer - Metal & Technology



Work in Progress
The biggest focus points I made for myself for the first 
two-thirds of this first semester was to really nail that 
pre-production stage. I made sure that I did extensive research 
into how to do the effects I wanted, have backup plans of how 
things would be executed should the first way not work out.

After doing some research and initial planning about my idea, I 
created mood boards to help me focus on the visual styles and 
techniques required for my thesis. From there I was able to 
make a very rough version of a storyboard which I then took and 
turned into an animatic using reference images from my mood 
board. I focused on creating my animatic with image references 
instead of my own drawings, because I am simply not able to 
convey my ideas as well through my own drawings as through 
images that already define what exactly the viewer is looking at. 

From there I made sure to make some basic geometry for scene 
blocking in which I was able to further block out and push the 
cinematography aspect of my project to strengthen the way I tell 
this story. 



Once I had all of the visuals, timing, and camera 
angles nailed, I handed the final bundles over to my 
composer who is in the process of blocking out the 
baseline of the music in a classical style to fit with 
the contemporary dancers. 

From there I am able to take the baseline of the 
music from the composer who will be able to fully 
write out the choreography of this dance. Once that 
is done I will take my two contemporary dancers into 
the motion capture room to get all of the motion 
capture data I need and clean it up.

I have already done tests to make sure that I can get 
good enough motion capture from the dancers using 
three kinects and be able to fluidly clean them up. 

As this is happening I will be able to work on the dust 
effects and procedural generation of objects onto 
these motion captured meshes and start moving into 
the production stage of my thesis. 

Work in Progress Continued



Milestones

2016 2017

October 2016
Previsualization Complete

January 2017
Rough Finalized Version of 

thesis. All timing, camera 

angles and visual elements 

exist in separate parts.

May 2017
Contests Entered!

March 2017
Finish Polishing/Finalizing 

and Extra Polishing on video



Dissemination Plan
After the final polishing stage of Continuum, my work will go on 
my portfolio and social media channels to help spread the word 
about it. In addition to that I will be sure to submit to shoft film 
festivals and visual effects competitions. 

The People’s Film Festival

The People’s Film Festival has been active for the last six years 
based out of New York. They have the category to submit for 
Short Films, which would be the best fitting for my thesis 
project. 

The Fargo Film Festival

The Fargo Film festival has been active for seventeen years and 
is based out of North Dakota. Applying my thesis to the 
Narrative Short or the Experimental section would be the best fit 
for this festival.

DYNAMIX International Film Festival

This international film festival is important as it focuses on 
social and world issues. My short deals with nature and the 
environment as a whole, and I think this one would be a perfect 
festival to submit under the narrative short category for that 
reason. 

Windsor Independent Film Festival

Held in Windsor CA, this film festival has been running for a 
couple years now with a deadline of November 1st. I can apply 
for the Animated Shorts category of this competition. 

Durango Film An Independent Film Festival

With a deadline in mid November this should be a great film 
festival out of Colorado that I can apply to. I can apply to the 
Animated Shorts category. 


